Hand hygiene.
Effective protection
against infections.
CWS.COM

Additional information on all aspects of
hand hygiene can be found at
www.hand-hygiene.info

Dear readers,
Have you washed your hands today?
Every day, our hands come into contact with
a huge number of different germs when
shaking hands or when touching objects
which literally pass through many hands.
Banknotes, coins, door handles and banisters are just a
few good examples of situations where germs are passed
from hand to hand in the strictest sense of the words.
According to the WHO, up to 80 per cent of all infectious
diseases are transmitted via our hands. Proper hand
hygiene is the most important means of defence against
infections and thus contributes actively to protecting our
health.
In this brochure, we explain what you need to pay attention
to when washing your hands and how to disinfect your
hands properly. In addition, you can also read how corporate washrooms should be equipped and what legal requirements apply. Just in case the worst should ever happen,
we have also included valuable information on corporate
pandemic plans.
Best regards,
Prof. Dr. Klaus-Dieter Zastrow

Specialist in hygiene and environmental medicine
Member of the board of the German Society for Hospital Hygiene (DGKH)
Head of the REGIOMED-KLINIKEN hygiene institute in Coburg

The right way to wash your hands
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), up to
80 per cent of all infectious diseases are transmitted via
our hands. Proper handwashing can reduce the risk of
respiratory diseases by up to 50 per cent.
At least 20 seconds, a little water, soap and a clean towel –
that’s all you need to protect yourself from germs in your
daily life.

It‘s all in the method!
The use of soap is obligatory and only the combination of
lathering, massaging, rinsing and drying achieves the
desired effect. The pictograms on the following double
page illustrate the correct method.

33%

64%

Fewer than 33% dof men regularly wash their hands after using the toilet.
Women are considerably more hygienesavvy: 64% wash their hands
regularly in the sink. (Source: Observational study conducted by the
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine)

Before eating
and cooking

After sneezing,
blowing one‘s nose
and coughing

Every time you
return home

After touching
animals

When
should you
wash your
hands?

After contact
with sick people

After using
the toilet

After touching
rubbish

After using
public transport

Handwashing – It’s that simple!
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1.	
Take off any jewellery. Wet hands under running water.
2.	Squirt soap onto your hands from the dispenser.
3. Lather the soap by rubbing your hands together.
4.	
Distribute the foam across the surfaces of your hands
and fingers.
5. 	Clean your knuckles and the backs of your hands and
fingers.

You can download images showing the proper way to wash your
hands and corresponding stickers and posters on
www.hand-hygiene.info
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6.	Don’t forget the space between your thumb and index
finger.
7.	
Rub your fi ngertips into the opposite palm to clean your
fingernails.
8. Rinse well under fl owing water.
9.	
Dry carefully (including between fi ngers). Always use a
fresh portion of single-use towel or paper.

Min.

20 sec.

Don’t forget to dry your hands
After washing your hands, it’s important to dry them too.
Important: Dry your hands thoroughly – including the
backs and the spaces between your fingers.
Hygiene experts recommend the use of single-use towels made of fabric or paper. The decisive factor is that
the towels are only used once. As such, cotton towel
dispensers with 2-chamber systems and a retracting
function are particularly recommended. These systems
keep the used section of fabric strictly separate from
the fresh towel and pull the used section of cotton towel
after the drying process and the end of the roll back in
automatically. Sensor-controlled dispensers offer an
additional plus in terms of hygiene and convenience.
At home, towels should also only be used by one person
wherever possible.

2-chamber-system
Inside the cotton towel dispenser, the
clean part of the roll remains separated
in its chamber from the used roll, which
is housed in the other chamber.
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Hygienic washrooms –
the legal requirements
1. In the context of the German workplace ordinance,
there is a guideline defining the requirements for
corporate washroom equipment (ASR 35/1).* In
accordance with this guideline, “washing opportunities with running water and a closed drain system
must be provided (...). They must be equipped with
materials for cleaning (e.g., soap in soap dispensers)
and drying hands (e.g., single-use towels, cotton hand
towel dispensers or hot-air dryers).”
2. For all companies dealing with foodstuffs, the European Foodstuffs Regulation requires“materials for
hygienic drying of hands” (Annex II of Regulation (EC)
No. 852/2004). For the interpretation of this term,
the ministers for health of the German federal states
refer again to the specifications of the workplace
ordinance.

Hand hygiene is an important topic wherever we come into contact
with a lot of people, as that is where germs can be passed from hand
to hand particularly easily. Whether at work, in school, in a nursery
or in the hospitality sector, proper hand hygiene makes a simple and
effective contribution to protecting health and avoiding sickness.

3. In the healthcare sector, the Accident Prevention
Ordinance (UVV) BGV C 8 “Healthcare Services”
Section 6 Para. 1, stipulates: “Employees (...) should
be provided with easily accessible places to wash
hands (...), direct dispensers with gentle soaps,
disinfectants and suitable skin care products as well
as single-use towels.”
4. In addition, the commission for hospital hygiene and
infection prevention at the Robert Koch Institute
(RKI) recommended in a statement on hand hygiene
(Federal Health Gazette 2016/59, p. 1211) that: “The
washroom must be (...) equipped with single-use towels. (...) A container must be provided for collection of
the used towel (...). Alternatively, retracting dispensers
with an automatic towel feeding mechanism can also
be taken into consideration.”

As such, different drying methods are legally permitted, including in
areas where hygiene is particularly important. The decisive factor
is that each of the towels is only used once and only used by one
person.
* This regulation is no longer legally binding, but has yet to be superseded by another regulation and thus continues to offer helpful
recommendations.

Hand disinfection – if and as
required
Hygiene experts all agree: If you are healthy and wash
you hands regularly with soap there is no need to disinfect them too. However, a disinfectant can be a good
idea if you come into contact with sick people.
In gastronomy, the foodstuffs industry and other sectors
with high hygiene requirements, the use of hand disinfectants is recommended; in the healthcare sector it is
obligatory. According to the employer’s liability insurance association regulations for health and safety in the
workplace, this includes for example hospitals, practices, care homes and care services.

Hygienic hand disinfection:
In six easy steps
The hands should be completely coated (palms and
backs of hands) with alcohol-based disinfectant solutions
and then rubbed together as follows:
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1. 	Rub your palms together and both wrists.
2. Rub your right palm over your back of your left hand
and left palm over the back of your right hand.
3.	Rub your palms together with your fingers spread and
interlaced.
4. 	Rub the outsides of your fingers against the opposite
palm with your fingers interlaced.
5. R
 ub your right thumb into your closed left palm in a
circular motion and vice versa.
6. 	With your fingertips together, rub your right ones into
your left palm in a circular motion and vice versa.

Emergency pandemic plan at a
glance
Before the pandemic

1. Corporate and HR planning:
Including formation of a crisis management
team, definition of the core functions in the
company, regulations for arrangements with
business customers and suppliers, planning
of HR, securing of supply and protection of
the company, establishment of contact with
institutions outside the company.

2. Procurement of hygiene materials such as
filter masks, gloves, PPE, cleaning agents
and disinfectants, medicines.

3. Communication and information:
Including development of the communication network within the company as well as
informing and briefing the employees about
necessary hygiene measures.

During the pandemic

4. K
 eeping the business running:
Including activation of corporate pandemic plan, adjustment of production and
communication, avoidance of large events,
substitution of personal meetings with online conferences, securing of information
technology, activation of plant security.

5. Organisational measures for personnel:
Adjustment of HR requirements to pandemic situation, supply and support of active personnel, compliance with rules of conduct for day-to-day dealings
with colleagues, customers, etc., keeping employees
informed at all times.
6. External information:
Including procurement of information
from specialist authorities about the
development of the pandemic and official
decisions, use of the network with other
companies, exchange of information with
authorities.

After the pandemic

7. Return to normal business:
Including informing of employees of how the
company overcame the pandemic, conclusion of
cooperation with temporary partners, returning of
operating functions to normal levels, evaluation of
consequences of pandemic for company, analysis
and rectification of any defects in the pandemic plan.

cws.com/hygiene
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